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Abstract
Innovation in healthcare promises unparalleled potential in optimizing the production, distribution, and use of the health
workforce and infrastructure, allocating system resources more efficiently, and streamline care pathways and supply chains.
A recent innovation contributing to this is robot-assisted surgeries (RAS). RAS causes less damage to the patient’s body, less
pain and discomfort, shorter hospital stays, quicker recovery times, smaller scars, and less risk of complications. However,
introducing a robot in traditional surgeries is not straightforward and brings about new risks that conventional medical instru-
ments did not pose before. For instance, since robots are sophisticated machines capable of acting autonomously, the surgical
procedure’s outcome is no longer limited to the surgeon but may also extend to the robot manufacturer and the hospital. This
article explores the influence of automation on stakeholder responsibility in surgery robotization. To this end, we map how the
role of different stakeholders in highly autonomous robotic surgeries is transforming, explore some of the challenges that robot
manufacturers and hospital management will increasingly face as surgical procedures become more and more automated, and
bring forward potential solutions to ascertain clarity in the role of stakeholders before, during, and after robot-enabled surgeries
(i.e. a Robot Impact Assessment (ROBIA), a Robo-Terms framework inspired by the international trade system ’Incoterms’,
and a standardized adverse event reporting mechanism). In particular, we argue that with progressive robot autonomy, per-
formance, oversight, and support will increasingly be shared between the human surgeon, the support staff, and the robot
(and, by extent, the robot manufacturer), blurring the lines of who is responsible if something goes wrong. Understanding the
exact role of humans in highly autonomous robotic surgeries is essential to map liability and bring certainty concerning the
ascription of responsibility. We conclude that the full benefits the use of robotic innovations and solutions in surgery could
bring to healthcare providers and receivers cannot be realized until there is more clarity on the division of responsibilities
channeling robot autonomy and human performance, support, and oversight; a transformation on the education and training
of medical staff, and betterment on the complex interplay between manufacturers, healthcare providers, and patients.
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1 Introduction

The twentieth century is often characterized by technology
mediated healthcare delivery, from innovations in imaging
technologies to organ transplantation, heart surgery and car-
diac care, to the advent of randomized control trials and
surgical anesthetic and antisepsis. The market forces that
are identified as driving such innovations are technological
opportunity, growth in demand and growth in costs [22].
Robotics and artificial intelligence (AI) are some of the
latest technological breakthroughs expected to qualitatively
improve safety of care while simultaneously restraining
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expenditure given their success in the industrial sector [16,
75]. As a result of their reduced cost and their increased
roles and capacities (COMEST 2017), healthcare robots are
likely to be deployed to this end at an unprecedented rate
[81] to performmedical interventions [69], support impaired
patients [88], provide therapy to children [79] and keep the
elderly company [8]. Among all these technological innova-
tions, in this article we focus on surgery robots which are
service robots that support surgeons during surgical proce-
dures [7].

Since the mid-1980s, when the first robot-assisted sur-
gical (RAS) procedures took place, surgical robotics has
evolved into a highly dynamic and rapidly growing field of
business and research, enjoying increased clinical attention
worldwide [26],Bergeles andYang2013, [57]. Initially intro-
duced for a limited type of surgical procedures, advances in
ergonomics, computing power, hardware dexterity, safety,
and surgery ease have immensely improved robot-assisted
surgical procedures. These robots have been used for mini-
mally invasive surgical (MIS) operations, i.e., for operations
that involve the insertion of a narrow laparoscopic device
into the human body instead of having to open the patient
to that end [85]. The difference here is that instead of the
surgeon manually operating instruments, the surgeons are
supported by high-tech robotic systems’ power and preci-
sion [34]. MIS is thus an example of a technology-enabled
service [11] which has merged traditional surgery with inno-
vative technologies enabling new, more efficient, and safer
surgery delivery. This type of surgery causes less damage
to the patient’s body and is generally associated with less
pain and discomfort, shorter hospital stays, quicker recovery
times, smaller scars, and less risk of complications following
the surgery [52]. Moreover, since robots are devoid of short-
comings such as fatigue or momentary lapses of attention,
they can perform repeated and tedious surgeries, enabling
at the same time, the performance of surgical procedures
that were previously considered impossible. For instance,
RAS could contribute to “optimize the production, distri-
bution, and use of the health workforce and infrastructure,
allocate system resources more efficiently and streamline
care pathways and supply chains” in low- andmiddle-income
countries (Reddy et al. 2016).

Despite the many clear benefits of promoting constant
innovation in the field of healthcare robotics, its applica-
tion in the real world presents multiple gaps that can cause
harm in a way that humans cannot necessarily correct or
oversee [3]. For instance, safety issues such as injury or
death may arise if robot surgeons power downmid-operation
or operate unintendedly [1, 27]. Moreover, as robots’ per-
ception, decision-making power, and capacity to perform a
task autonomously increase, the human role and its asso-
ciated responsibilities will necessarily change, and other
issues relating to cybersecurity and privacywill becomemore

significant [95]. Security vulnerabilities may allow unautho-
rized users to remotely access and control robots, potentially
harming patients (FDA 2020), continuing to blur the discern-
ment of who is responsible if something goes wrong [36].
Given the strong human–machine interplay and the involve-
ment of a wide variety of stakeholders in robotic surgery,
determining which stakeholder is liable for particular harm
is incredibly challenging for risks that arise from the com-
position of, and interactions between, components managed
by different entities, rather than from a single entity failing
to act competently [37]. Each of these aspects challenges the
innovation management capability, i.e., the ways in which
innovation is organized and managed [39] by the different
stakeholders to assure that the introduction of such innova-
tion is truly improving healthcare delivery.

This article explores the influence of automation on
stakeholder responsibility in surgery innovation. Our main
research question is: how does automation affect stakeholder
responsibility in surgery robotization? We explore how the
role of different stakeholders in the highly complex robotic
surgeries’ ecosystem is transforming due to the increasing
levels of robot automation, and investigate some of the chal-
lenges that robot manufacturers and hospital management
will likely face as surgical procedures become increasingly
automated. We identify some gaps in the existing innovation
management approaches and regulations when it comes to
the application of robots in the surgical environment and the
identification of the roles and responsibilities of stakehold-
ers involved. In this respect, we put forward a six-layered
model for levels of autonomy for surgery robots as a (disre-
garded) model for modulating the human–robot interaction
(HRI) between the surgeon (user) and the robot (manufac-
turer). We zoom in on the relationship between the social
and legal implications for HRI in light of these autonomy
levels. One of the implications we highlight is the increasing
complexity in allocating responsibility in a highly com-
plex context featuring humans and robots performing a joint
task. Although there are independent regulations for surgical
robots and the multiple stakeholders involved in the surgery
robot ecosystem, there is a lack of framework(s) directed
towards the robotic surgery ecosystem as a whole. Conse-
quently, the stakeholders’ liability for the risks arising from
the interplay between surgeons and robots (and robot devel-
opers) throughout the surgical process remains unclear. The
progressive autonomy levels further confuse this panorama.
This article aims to review these gaps and present specific
recommendations that can be added as an additional layer
to existing frameworks to simplify the complexities in the
robotic surgery ecosystem, especially to robot developers
(manufacturers) and robot users (surgeons and hospitals).

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
an overview of the current state of the art of robot surg-
eries’ innovation and the surgical procedures for which
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they are deployed. We map the ecosystem where healthcare
robots are inserted, including doctors, medical profession-
als, patients, caregivers (CGs), healthcare providers, and
technology providers, to better understand their roles and
responsibilities. Regarding the latter, we categorize robots
based on their autonomy level, which is of fundamental
importance because the more autonomous a system is, the
less human control exists. Section 3 identifies some of the
risks arising from the use of highly sophisticated robots in
surgery. Section 4 discusses different challenges that increas-
ingly blur the understanding of who is responsible for what
in highly sophisticated robotic surgery ecosystems. This is
because understanding the exact role of humans in highly
autonomous robotic surgeries is essential to map liability
and bring certainty concerning the ascription of responsibil-
ity. In this sense, amongst all identified stakeholders, hospital
managementwill increasingly have to pay attention to health-
care automation, education, and training schemes formedical
staff, and the terms that establish the division of responsibility
between the different actors involved. In Sect. 5, we propose
potential solutions to ascertain clarity in the role of stakehold-
ers before, during, and after robot-enabled surgeries. In this
sense,we introduce the need to develop a framework for robot
operators’ skill development and a compliance tool named
Robot Impact Assessment (ROBIA) to assist developers in
complying with that framework. To help ease the allocation
of responsibility, we introduce the concept of Robo-Terms,
inspired by the international trade system ’Incoterms,’ which
establishes the responsibility among complex interaction
chains. To ease responsibility management, we also put for-
ward the creation of a standardized adverse event reporting
mechanism that could support evidence-based regulations.
In Sect. 6, we conclude that the full benefits of robotic inno-
vations and solutions to deliver surgeries cannot be realized
until there is better clarity on the division of responsibilities
channeling robot autonomy and human performance, sup-
port, and oversight; a transformation in the education and
training of medical staff, and a clarification of the complex
interplay between manufacturers, healthcare providers, and
patients.

2 Surgical Robots and Stakeholder
Ecosystem

The healthcare service ecosystem is the network of stake-
holders, processes, and materials necessary for the treatment
of an ailment by way of medical intervention on a patient (de
Vries 2016). The European project ’RoboLaw’ identified an
extensive list of robotics stakeholders in general used in soci-
ety (Palmerini et al. 2014). The list includes producers and
employers of robots, insurance companies, trade-unions, user
associations, professional users, and policymakers (PMs). To

a certain extent, these stakeholders can also be identified in
the field of healthcare robots. However, the field of health-
care calls for a more specific approach because of the many
parties involved and the healthcare setting’s particular nature.

The healthcare robot ecosystem includes doctors, medi-
cal professionals, patients, family members, CGs, healthcare
providers, or even technology providers. All these stake-
holders have similar goals, although they perceive healthcare
from different viewpoints (Deijer 2004), namely: providing
(medical) care and independence, preserving patients’ dig-
nity, and empowering those with special needs (Simshaw
et al. 2016). Their relationship with robots is also differ-
ent. A common and practical approach is to divide the
stakeholders in healthcare robotics into primary, secondary,
and tertiary stakeholders [75]. The primary stakeholders are
those who will use healthcare robots on a regular or even
daily basis, including direct robot users (DRUs), clinicians
(CL), and CGs. The secondary stakeholders are involved in
the use and development of healthcare robots, but will not
directly use them themselves. This group includes robotmak-
ers (RMs), the environmental service workers (ESWs), and
health administrators (HAs). The tertiary stakeholders are
those who are interested in the use and deployment of health-
care robots in society, including PMs, insurance providers
(ICs), and advocacy groups (AGs), that will unlikely use the
robots directly in their capacity [75].

The European Foresight Monitoring Network, EFMN
(2008) defined healthcare robots as ‘systems able to per-
form coordinated mechatronic actions (force or movement
exertions) based on processing information acquired through
sensor technology, to support the functioning of impaired
individuals, medical interventions, care and rehabilitation of
patients and also individuals in prevention programs.’ Over
the years, the Policy Department for Economic, Scientific,
and Quality of Life Policies of the European Parliament
identified robotic surgery, care, and socially assistive robots,
rehabilitation systems, and training for healthcare workers
as ‘the most interesting applications of healthcare robots’
(Dolic et al. 2019). The robotic surgery ecosystem thus forms
a smaller ecosystem within the complex healthcare robots’
ecosystem, and it comprises the surgeon, the nurses and
other staff members that help the doctor during the surgi-
cal procedure, and the patient as the DRUs. The hospital
administration also plays a role, as they are usually the ones
looking for reliable measurements of processes cost, quality,
and efficiency.

Although the central role that robots play within the
surgery robot ecosystem affects and is influenced by the roles
and responsibilities of all other involved stakeholders [95],
robot autonomy should not necessarily exempt other stake-
holders’ responsibilities [90] or replace them completely
[53]. Robots operate as a part of complex ecosystems com-
prising several components, including cloud services, that
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Table 1 Surgical procedures performed with a robot [34]

Surgical procedures performed with a
robot

Cardiac surgery Ocular surgery

Cosmetic surgery Orthopedic surgery

Dental surgery Otorhinolaryngology

Endocrine surgery Plastic and reconstructive
surgery

Endoscopic surgery Thoracic surgery

Gastrointestinal surgery Urology

Gynecology Vascular surgery

may entail multiple processes over which different persons,
natural or legal, exercise control andmight be held liable [37,
82]. Moreover, the surgeon and the support staff will still
be integral to the surgical environments for many functions,
such as selecting the process parameters or positioning the
patient, stressing further the essential role humans still have
in robot-mediated surgeries.

2.1 Surgical Robots’ State of the Art

Surgical robots are service robots supporting surgeons dur-
ing surgical procedures, now called robot-assisted surgery
(RAS). Robots used in surgery are not always surgical robots
[12]. Medical devices within the definition of robots exist in
current surgeries like robotic shape actuated operating tables
or robotizedmicroscopes. However, these two are usually not
considered surgical robots. A robotic surgical instrument is
an invasive devicewith an applied part, intended to bemanip-
ulated by robotically-assisted surgical equipment (RASE) to
perform surgery tasks (IEC 80601-2-77:2019).

Generally, robotic surgical systems operate within three
different function-areas of medical practice, namely: (1)
acquisition and analysis of information, (2) division of sur-
gical trajectories or plan of actions, and (3) execution of the
surgery [64]. In this article, we focus on the performance of
the surgery only. Furthermore, surgical robots are used in dif-
ferent medical areas, usually on a spectrum that ranges from
surgical robots that are more generic in nature, such as the
da Vinci System®, to highly specific surgical robots, such
as the PRECEYES Surgical System (R2D2). Depending on
their capability and level of autonomy, surgical robotsmay be
used for surgical procedures, ranging from less complicated
surgeries on rigid body parts to more complex surgeries on
soft tissues [72]. Table 1 provides some examples of surgical
procedures currently performed with the help of a robot [34].

The technology incorporated in the surgical robot and its
embodiment plays an essential role in the performance of

the surgical procedure. The main characteristics of surgi-
cal robots include robotic arm(s) used to mimic and extend
human movement, cutting instruments, cameras, and X-ray
systems.Theyusually also have surgeon consoles andprobes,
andmobile compartments and tools. In practice, robotic plat-
forms for surgical procedures involve an interplay between
the sophisticated automated platform on one side and the sur-
geon, along with his/her team on the other [1]. The outcome
and implications of such shared task performance essentially
depends on how they are attuned to one another. This will
inevitably change as surgical procedures become increas-
ingly automated and the robotics introduced into the surgical
environment are characterised by increasing levels of auton-
omy [38].

2.2 The Influence of Automation on Stakeholder
Roles

Current surgical robots used to assist a surgeon perform-
ing (specific functions of) surgical procedures have different
degrees of autonomy that vary from no autonomy to full
autonomy, passing by being under the control of or in coop-
eration with a trained practitioner. While the Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) has established automation
levels for automobiles by the standard SAE J3016,1 there
are no universal standards that define the levels of autonomy
in surgical robots. Nevertheless, within this context, Yang
et al. [95] have proposed a six-layered model for medical
robotics autonomy levels. Although a step forward into the
investigation of the different levels of automation outside the
automotive industry, the model proposed by Yang et al. [95]
requires more detailing on how it applies to specific types
of medical robots, including surgery robots, rehabilitation
robots, and socially assistive robots. Indeed, medical robots’
embodiment and capabilities differ vastly across surgical,
physically/socially assistive, or serviceable contexts, and
the involved HRI is also distinctive [38]. Socially assistive
robots, for instance, interact with users socially, performing
a task for the user, but physical contact with the user is mini-
mal. In contrast, physically assistive robots (e.g., lower-limb
exoskeletons) work towards a seamless integration with the
user’smovement, and surgical robots are collaborative robots
that extend the surgeon’s abilities. Therefore, building upon
the model presented by Yang et al. [95], in Fig. 1, we intro-
duce a similar six-layeredmodel tailored explicitly to robotic
surgical devices and the different actors’ roles throughout the
surgical procedure [29, 76, 89, 95].

1 See the taxonomy and definitions for terms related to on-road motor
vehicle automated driving systems. SAE International, available at
http://standards.sae.org/j3016_201609/.
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Fig. 1 Autonomy levels and the role of humans in robot surgeries as per Fosch-Villaronga et al. [38]

Over the last two decades, healthcare industry trends have
suggested a strong affinity towards increased autonomy lev-
els among stakeholders, and currently, surgical robots with
level 4 autonomy are already in the development stage.
Although commercially available robots with level 5 auton-
omy seem distant, some researchers already conceptualize
them. Only performed on pigs so far (Greenemeier 2020),
however, current robot surgeons cannot yet perform an entire
surgery completely independent from the beginning to the
end on humans [80]. The efforts to transit from the presently
available level 3 robots towards level 4 robots indeed sug-
gests that, in principle, the deployment of surgical robots
with fully autonomous capabilities equivalent to level 5 is
the ulterior motive of researchers and engineers working in
this field [96].

The term ’autonomy’ refers to the quality or state of being
self-governing (Merriam-Webster). As such, the term ’robot
autonomy’ refers to a robot’s capability to execute specific
tasks based on current state and sensingwithout human inter-
vention (ISO 8373:2012). In practice, it relates to the robot’s
ability to perform particular functions of the surgical proce-
dure independently, with humans still needed for other parts
of the process, including supervision. As indicated in Fig. 1,

for surgery robots this means that although there is a gradual
decrease in the active role of the human surgeon in favor of
increasingly autonomous robots [95], there is no complete
elimination of humans from the surgical procedure. The role
of themedical support staff, for instance, will remain integral
and crucial to the surgical environments for a multitude of
functions, such as selecting the process parameters or posi-
tioning the patient. At worst, and as illustrated in Fig. 1,
the human surgeon’s role changes from active performance
to oversight. Likewise, the surgical robot’s role varies from
oversight to active performance as the surgical robot’s auton-
omy increases. This nuance is essential to avoid ascribing or
extending responsibility to the surgical robot, which the lit-
erature has repeatedly highlighted as a legit course of action
in complex robotic ecosystems. Understanding the exact sur-
geon’s role in RAS is thus essential to understand better who
is responsible if something goes wrong.

Based on the robots’ capability and the surgeon’s role in
performing the desired task, surgical robots can generally be
classified into three categories [7]:

The shared-controlled approach, placed within the scope
of levels 0 and 1, refers to a surgical environment wherein
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one or more robotic devices work in tandemwith the surgeon
[68]. Here, the surgeon primarily carries out the procedure
using a robot that offers steady-hand manipulations of the
instrument. Typically, the workspace splits into several seg-
ments allowing the system to behave differently based on
different localization according to safe, close, boundary, or
forbidden classifications (Boyarez et al. 2019). An example
is when a surgeon moves a cutting tool in a tissue direction
that should not be damaged. Following the shared-controlled
approach, the robot will apply the haptic force feedback that
will grow stronger as the cutting tool comes closer to the
fragile tissue, signaling the surgeon extra caution ought to be
taken. The Yomi dental robot by Neocis is an example of a
shared-controlled surgical robot.
The tele-controlled approach, also called master–slave,
remote-controlled or telesurgical, corresponds to autonomy
level 2. A human surgeon operates the robot from a (close)
distance with no pre-programmed or autonomous elements.
The surgeon (master) tele-controls the robotic arms (slave
element), towhich the surgical instruments are attachedusing
a console (master controller). Such robotic platforms are usu-
ally configured with an optical system and computer-aided
motion stabilization with a plurality of sensors for providing
haptic feedback to the surgeon. Typical examples of teleop-
erated robots are the da Vinci and the ZEUS platforms.
The supervisory-controlled approach is the most auto-
mated and corresponds to three and four autonomy levels.
This approach entails robotic systems configured to perform
certain functions of the surgical procedure autonomously,
with the surgeon being in a supervisory role throughout these
moments of the process. In other words, the surgeon remains
indispensable in devising a surgical strategy and overseeing
the execution of the robot [68]. These robotic platforms gen-
erally comprisemultiple robotic arms equippedwith different
surgical tools and are often powered by AI [e.g., artificial
neural networks (ANN)] and fuzzy logic [2]. Examples of
supervisory-controlled surgical robots are the PROBOT17
and ROBODOC18 platforms.

The difference between these approaches primarily
revolves around the robot’s autonomy level, the degree of
assistance provided by robotic systems during the execution
of surgical procedures, and the human surgeon’s control exer-
cised [34]. Research has pointed out thatwhile themajority of
RAS deploys surgical robots that follow the teleoperated and
shared-controlled approach, supervisory-controlled and fully
autonomous surgical robotic devices have not yet found their
way into RAS [34]. This may be because human surgeons
have shown to be considerably better than robots at weighing
their experience to understand a particular context and make
complex surgical judgments [34]. In the end, surgery is not
only about enhanced dexterity but also about context under-
standing. In this sense, like cruise control and park assistance

have made their way into cars progressively before realizing
fully autonomous driving, fully autonomous surgical devices
will probably enter clinical practice (Svoboda 2019), but only
in the distant future. Similar to the automation in the auto-
motive industry, the insertion of increasingly autonomous
surgical robots into the healthcare domainwill inevitably call
into existence far-reaching risks and implications in terms of
responsibility allocation if something goes wrong.

3 Robot-Enabled Surgery Convergence Risks

In medical practice, there exist no standard parameters for
determining the success of surgical procedures. Surgery is
generally considered unsuccessful if there is a deviation in
the actual outcome from the intended outcome (Postachini
and Cinotti 1999). Traditionally, the surgery’s success was
primarily dependent on the experience and the technical skill
of the surgeon and his or her team. However, with a rise in the
use of automated biomedical devices in surgeries, the medi-
cal equipment’s performance has also become a vital factor in
the surgery’s overall outcome. Some studies have concluded
that nearly 24% of all surgical failures can be attributed to
failures of the equipment or the technology used in the surgi-
cal procedure [91]. In the case of RAS, studies have revealed
that of the total recorded malfunctions that caused injury to
a patient, over 20.9% of the reported malfunctions were due
to the robotic arm and instruments’ mechanical failure [27,
28].

While RAS benefits abound, introducing a robot to the
doctor-to-patient relationship changes how the surgery is per-
formed. RAS extends the abilities of the doctor, but it also
presents new challenges for teamfluency,whichmay bemea-
sured by quantitative metrics such as task execution time and
the amount of concurrent motion [59]. A revision of 14 years
of data from the Food andDrugAdministration (FDA) shows
that surgical robots can cause injury or death if they spon-
taneously power down mid-operation due to system errors
or imaging problems [1]. Broken or burnt robot pieces can
fall into the patient, electric sparks may burn human tissue,
and instruments may operate unintendedly, all of which may
cause harm, including death [1]. Additionally, security vul-
nerabilitiesmay allow unauthorized users to remotely access,
control, and issue commands to robots, potentially harm-
ing patients (FDA 2019). Meta-analytic research has shown
how a robot’s performance attributes are primary drivers and
critical for trust calibration in human robot interaction [48].
To prevent or, at least, reduce such preventable incidents in
the future, and thereby establish trust amongst robot users,
advanced techniques in the design and operation of robotic
surgical systems and enhancedmechanisms for adverse event
reporting ought to be adopted [1].
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The following sections identify the potential convergence
risks arising from the use of robots in surgical procedures.2

For clarity, the risks have been classified based on their source
of origin, arising from the surgical robot malfunctions or the
negligence or lack of skill of the healthcare provider (i.e.,
medical malpractices hereafter).

3.1 Robotic Malfunctions

A surgical robot, just like any other mechanical or electrical
machine, is said to have undergone a malfunction if it fails
to deliver the quality of performance or match the specific
performance parameters claimed to be capable of achieving
or intended to accomplish in the given operating conditions
(FDA 2019). Alemzadeh et al. [1] report that, in injuries in
robotic surgeries from the year 2000 to 2013, nearly 33.7%
of the patient deaths were caused due to the inherent risks of
the ailment and the nature of the surgery that is a high-risk
surgery or a low-risk surgery [1]. The remaining percent-
age of patient injuries was attributed to malfunctions and
the surgeon and his team’s errors during the surgery. Further
analysis of these statistics revealed that while 7.1% of the
problems were due to ’operator errors’ and 6.3% were due
to ’improper positioning of the patient,’ nearly 62% of the
injuries involved device malfunctions. This study concluded
that, despite the widespread adoption of surgical robots in the
healthcare industry, technical breakdowns and robotic mal-
functions continue to happen during surgical procedures and
cause patient harm.

Based on the nature of the reported cases, the potential
malfunctions in surgical robots primarily fall in one or more
of the sub-categories listed in Table 2 [1, 27].

Although the incorporation of surgical robots in healthcare
has enhanced the doctor’s capabilities, it has also increased
the risks of patients suffering harm due to a failure or break-
down of the robotic platform that was not possible with
conventionalmedical instruments (FDA2020b [86]. Accord-
ingly, a RAS’s success depends not only on the doctor’s
diligence and expertise and his or her team but also on the
quality and performance of the surgical robot developed by
the robot manufacturer [63]. Therefore, the role of the robot
manufacturer is central to the robotic surgery ecosystem,
meaning that when mechanical breakdown or malfunction
harms patients, the robot manufacturer can be held liable
under the products liability framework of the respective juris-
diction.

2 According to the Oxford’s Learner’s Dictionary, convergence means
(1) to move toward a place from different directions and meet, (2) to
move toward each other and meet at a point, or (3) to become very
similar or the same. Here, convergence risks thus should be understood
as the (potential) risks associated with increased collaboration between
surgical robots and the other stakeholders involved in the surgery robot
ecosystem, in particular surgeons and support staff.

3.2 Medical Malpractices in Robotic Surgery

A medical procedure comprises multiple stages. It begins
with the diagnosis of an ailment and ends with the discontin-
uation of the post-operative treatment. Patient harm caused
by negligence can occur in any of these stages. In the surgical
environment, the occurrence of a robot’s breakdown usually
adjudicates robot manufacturers’ liability. In cases where the
patient suffered an injury, and there was no reported break-
down of the robot, almost intrinsically, the onus of liability
shifts to surgeons on the grounds of negligence. Surgical
errors, which may vary from wrong steps taken by the sur-
geon or his team, or wrong dosage given to the patient, to
surgical materials, referred to as retained surgical bodies,
being left behind in the patient’s body, can cause the most
severe of harms to patients [97]. Understanding the different
steps in a medical procedure is instrumental in mapping the
risks arising from doctors’ actions even when robots also
played a role. Depending on the nature and the stage of
occurrence, an event of medical malpractice can generally
be identified in one of the categories listed in Table 3 [55].

RAS has substantially reduced the perioperative compli-
cations present in conventional surgeries. However, there has
been an increase in the iatrogenic complications related to
positioning, trocar placement, gas insufflation, and surgical
techniques in RAS [87]. Besides, incorrect usage of surgical
robot equipment is also a significant factor behind patient
injuries.

Moreover, apart from using the robot correctly, health-
care providers thus have an additional duty of care towards
the patient by informing him/her of the risks associated with
the procedure and seeking consent. The informed consent
doctrine mandates the disclosure of the risk information of
the specific ailment to the patient by the surgeon and seeking
consent before the surgical procedure takes place. However,
the dynamics change substantially in the RAS ecosystem
[60]. Specifically, practitioners may be held liable for negli-
gence in obtaining informed consent if they fail to disclose
information relating to the risks associated with using the
robot or withholding information of their skill at operating
the surgical robot [60], p. 513).

Within the RAS ecosystem, the products liability frame-
work covers incidents such as robotic equipment pieces
falling into the patient’s body under product failure and
holds the robot manufacturer liable. Surgical errors origi-
nating from the surgical robot’s incorrect usage, especially
in master–slave systems, can be categorized as medical mal-
practice. The surgeon or his/her team members can be held
liable for harm originating from such surgical errors.
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Table 2 Potential malfunctions
in surgical robots [1, 27] Malfunctions Description

Surgical tool malfunctions Faults in the specific tool which is used to perform a particular
function, such as making the incision or giving stitches

Robotic arm malfunctions Faults in the robotic arm to which the surgical tool is attached.
Such defects may cause the robotic arm’s imprecise
movement and subsequently impede the precision of the
surgical tool/instrument attached

Console panel malfunctions A problem with the console panel through which a surgeon
controls the robotic arm may prevent the surgeon’s inputs to
the system from reaching the robotic arm and the surgical
instrument as desired

Optical system issues A problem with the optical system, which comprises a camera
and lens arrangement for the surgeon to see the surgical site,
can limit the surgeon’s vision and potentially harm the patient

Processing unit and software errors Errors of the software or the processing unit prevent the
processing of the surgeon’s input instructions and the
conversion of these instructions into the surgical instrument’s
movement via the robotic arm. Consequently, the software’s
inaccurate processing of the input instructions or
miscalculation can be dangerous for the patient undergoing
surgery

Table 3 Identification and
categorisation of events of
malpractice based on the nature
and stage of occurrence [55]

Category Description

Misdiagnosis When a doctor fails to diagnose the right medical condition, if another
doctor with the same competence would have been diagnosed

Medication errors Errors wherein harm is caused to a patient due to wrong prescribed
medication, often resulting from misdiagnosis

Surgical errors Errors that occur during the surgical procedure, when the doctor
chooses the right treatment but administers it recklessly

Lack of medical consent Failure to inform patients about the risks of treatment and failure to seek
consent

4 Robot-Enabled Surgery Convergence
Liability Management Challenges

The complex surgery robotics ecosystem is characterised by
the multiple players it covers, and chains of responsibility
may be extensive, complex, and often opaque—even to the
parties involved [84]. Robot providers may depend on other
providers and sub-providers, as a result of which it may be
challenging to understand where faults or errors originated,
determine causality, and attribute responsibility to a party—-
something that very often ends in parties trying to shift the
blame on one another [37, 66].

As Calo [10] explains, if the vacuum cleaner named
‘Roomba’ harms someone when vacuuming the floor, the
manufacturer that produced it (iRobot in this example) will
probably be held liable because they have built the hardware
and wrote the software. If, however, a Roomba is modified or
is used for other purposes, then iRobot might seek to avoid
liability. The case of surgery robots is different and more
complex. A fundamental reason for this complexity resides

in the human–machine interplay in robotic surgeries, inas-
much as the robot does not operate fully autonomously but
in interaction with other humans, involved at different levels
in different moments of the surgical procedure. The follow-
ing subsections identify some of the core issues that are the
root cause of the dilemmas concerning the identification of
the liable entity in a complicated task.

4.1 Increased Automation Continues to Blur the Role
of Stakeholders in Robot-Enabled Surgeries

Surgical errors, which may vary from wrong steps taken by
the surgeon or his team, or wrong dosage given to the patient
to surgical materials or bodies left behind in the patient’s
body, can cause the most severe types of harm to patients
(Zejnullahu 2017). From a legal standpoint, the determina-
tion of manufacturers’ and medical practitioners’ liability is
more straightforward if the risks can be categorized under
device malfunctions or medical malpractices, as litigation in
such cases primarily relies on a fault-based system.
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Table 4 Robot Impact Assessment (Fosch-Villaronga 2015, [33]

Step Description Guidance

Establish the context Assess various application based parameters
influencing the robots’ performance

Who is involved in the surgical procedure?
What are the responsibilities of each
stakeholder?
Is the infrastructure for performing RAS
sufficient?
Are the surgeon and support staff adequately
trained to use the robot for the specific
procedure?
Is the hospital authorised to use a surgical
robot?
Are there any legal requirements regarding the
specific robot application and the ecosystem?

Describe the robot Identify what are the robot characteristics that can
affect the surgery performance, and the ulterior
responsibility allocation, including autonomy levels

Can you describe the robot?
Which tasks does the robot perform?
Does the robot autonomously do the tasks?
Is the robot safe to use?

Identify the relevant legal
framework

Map what is the available legislation concerning RAS:
product safety, medical device, medical practice, and
data protection

What legislation affects the robot?
What are the requirements to follow to comply
with such regulations?
Are these European, national or local laws?
Does this piece of regulation give me enough
permission to carry on?
Are there any requirements at the training
level?
Does the need to seek legal advice?

Identify associated risks Identify the risks and their severity in the context of
the specific procedure

Assessing the medical risks due to specific
ailment of the procedure
Assessing the technical risks associated with
the robot such as stalling or breakdown
Determining the probability of occurrence of a
robot failure
Determining the probability of detection of
the failure
Determining the severity of the risks and
impact on the patient

Address the risks Establishing and evaluating a risk mitigation
mechanism

Can the risk be avoided?
What measures need to be taken to avoid the
risk?
Who is accountable for executing the
measures to avoid the risks?
Will some risks be retained in spite of the risk
mitigation measures?

Monitor and consult Engage in dialogue with relevant stakeholders
regarding the management of risk

Who is part of the RAS ecosystem?
Who is in charge of monitoring this process?
Where can we report malfunctions?

However, robotic surgery’s technically complex nature
involves an interplaybetween the surgical robot and themedi-
cal practitioner, which often determines the surgery outcome.
In this sense, while an action that caused patient harm may
have been performed by the robot autonomously, the doc-
tor may be responsible for selecting the task to be executed
by the robot. In an alternate example, the harm may origi-
nate from the doctor’s action, but the robot may have chosen
the surgical trajectory for the doctor. When moving from
surgeon-2-patient procedures to surgeon-2-robot-2-patient,

determiningwhether there wasmedical negligence or a prod-
uct malfunction becomes increasingly challenging [66].

In cases where an AI-driven robotic platform is employed
to acquire and analyze the patient’s information, a misdiag-
nosis may mean the wrongful interpretation of the doctor’s
diagnostic results. It can result in awrong line of treatment for
the patient, causing harm. Given the current robotic ecosys-
tem, where the doctor is responsible for making decisions
regarding the treatment line, the doctor is generally at fault
in misdiagnosis cases. While medication errors are mostly
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attributed to healthcare professionals, they can also be caused
if patients withhold vital information regarding their medical
history. In highly automated environments, however, it could
also be possible that a machine causes medication error.

In the case of surgical robots, the product liability frame-
work covers incidents such as pieces of the robotic equipment
falling into the patient’s body under product failure and holds
the robot manufacturer liable. However, surgical errors orig-
inating from the surgical robot’s incorrect usage, especially
in master–slave systems, can be categorized as medical mal-
practice. The surgeon or his or her teammembers can be held
liable for harm originating from such surgical errors. In this
sense, the progressive autonomous levels of surgical robots
blur such lines even further, making it ever more complex
to determine which stakeholder in the surgery robot ecosys-
tem is responsible if harm occurs. Such autonomy levels will
force policy and standard makers to have clear guidance for
each of the levels 0 through 5, as each partymay be interested
in being the least responsible for the tasks others do.

Apart from providing treatment prudently, healthcare
providers also have the duty of conducting a risk assessment
associated with the ailment and the proposed treatment for
the patient (see below). After informing the patient about the
risks involved and before beginning the treatment, it is legally
necessary for the healthcare provider to seek the patient’s
consent to proceed with the proposed treatment line. In cases
where the treatment is provided omitting the critical step of
informing about the risks and potential complications and
failing to seek consent, doctors and hospitals can be liable
for malpractice even if there were no adverse impacts on the
patient.

4.2 AutonomousMachines Do Not Imply a Decrease
in Surgical Procedures’Human Oversight

In the context of surgery robots,Yang et al. [95] state themore
autonomous medical robots are, the less is human oversight.
However, the phrasing oversight may give the impression
that RAS is gearing towards humanless surgeries, whereas
this is not happening (see Fig. 1). If medical robots operate
increasingly autonomously it does not mean that humans are
entirely out of the loop in surgical procedures. Even with the
most autonomous robots used today, surgeries still require
humans for several actions during the operation. Some of
the actions refer to (but are not limited to) providing patient
pre-operative care and maintaining them in a stable condi-
tion before the surgery. Also, selecting the robot’s surgical
trajectory and task to execute, the right process parameters
of the surgical procedure, and positioning the patient in the
correct way relative to the robot:

Selection of a surgical strategy for the robot.Even themost
sophisticated surgical robots employed in healthcare deliv-
ery today are level 3 stereotactic robots and require surgeon
approval before acting autonomously. Based on dynamic
situation analysis capabilities, stereotactic robots devisemul-
tiple strategies for the surgeon to choose. Once the surgeon
selects a strategy, the robot executes it. Therefore, a signifi-
cant factor in the robot’s intervention is the strategy that the
surgeon chose for the robot.
Ergonomicpositioning of the patient. In every surgical pro-
cedure, the patientmust be placed in a specific position on the
operation table. The placement of the patient must be such
that maximum exposure to surgical sight is possible. Since
the robot cannot understand the context or see the patient
during surgery, the patient’s correct placement determines
the robotic intervention’s success, turning the surgeon and
support members’ role even more critical.
Configuration of the robot. Inputting the patient parameters
correctly, uploading the required images of the surgical area,
and configuring the robot for the patient’s surgery is crucial in
robot surgeries [18]. This may also include placing sensors,
tags, and other equipment accurately on the patient’s body
as these determine the performance of the robot. Since the
surgeon and his/her team configure these parameters, their
actions can directly affect the surgery outcome.

No matter how efficient or safe a robot is, if humans do
not perform these functions adequately, the robot’s action
can injure the patient [83]. Thus, humans play an essential
role in determining the robot’s course of operation. It is true,
however, that an unintended harmful behavior may occur
when, despite having awell-defined function, a robot behaves
in a way that differs from the designer’s intent [70]. Still, this
does not necessarily mean that we have technology in place
without human responsibility [9, 33, 53]. Indeed, some long
term studies report that out of all equipment related failures
reported in surgical procedures, nearly 43% can be attributed
to incorrect configuration and settings [1]. Stressing this point
may help dissipate some of the concerns raised in favor of the
so-called responsibility gap. The responsibility gap refers to
the idea that, if a robot learns as it operates, and the robot
itself can, in the course of its operation, change the rules by
which it acts, then there is no reason why humans should
be held responsible for the autonomous behaviors of such a
robot [45, 65].

In light of these factors, a major dilemma for the courts is
to decidewhether the injury suffered by the patientwas due to
an error by the robot for which the robot manufacturer should
be liable, or the harm was an indirect consequence of an
error by the humans involved in the procedure for which the
surgeon andhis/her teamshould beheld liable.While humans
maintain an essential role in determining the robot’s course
of operation, so too does the level of adequacy of training of
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the relevant humans to do so correctly and diligently form
an important element in allowing the courts to decide the
aforementioned dilemma.

4.3 The Inadequacy of Robot Operators’ Skill
Development

The rate of technology innovation is not proportional to the
rate of robot operators’ skill development. With a rise in
autonomy and algorithmic dependency, manufacturers are
incorporating fault tolerance principles into the design of
robots to mitigate risks [17, 21]. However, the incorrect use
of medical equipment continues to be a major reason for
medical errors [15, 46, 92]. User errors occur mainly when
the surgeon or a member of his/her team operates the surgi-
cal robot incorrectly. While sometimes, these errors may be
a consequence of negligence, they can also be caused inad-
vertently due to either psychological factors such as stress,
loss of focus, or training related factors such as insufficient
or incorrect training.

The regulation of the safety standards for medical devices
is an integral aspect of every country’s healthcare system,
with almost every country having anational legislative frame-
work for medical devices. There is a risk-based classification
system for medical devices and surgical robots in both the
European and US systems and are presently regulated under
the same. However, it is challenging to place surgical robots
under the existing risk-based frameworks because of the way
robotic technology has evolved over the years from being
technically advanced medical equipment to sophisticated
machines. As a result, they cannot be placed under the same
frameworks that regulate conventional medical equipment.

In the EU, surgical robots are classified as “Class IIb med-
ical devices” under the Medical Devices Directive (MDD)
(Directive 93/42/EEC). At present, the surgeons and sup-
port members’ training is a responsibility shared between
the manufacturer of the robot and hospitals employing the
surgical robots and is usually limited to teaching the doc-
tors how to use a specific robotic platform that they will be
using [41]. Although the existing MDD is set to be replaced
by a new EU Medical Device Regulation (2017), which will
come into effect in 2021, the new regulation does not classify
surgical robots under a separate class of medical devices. In
practice, this implies that the regulation of the state-of-the-
art surgical robots is done in the same way as scalpels and
screws (The Regulatory Review 2020). In addition, the EU
does not recognize separate training standards or licenses on
surgeons and robot operators for the use of surgical robots
[61].

In this respect, while RAS is rapidly evolving, there is no
agreement on a specific learning curve, leading to disparities
in the training frameworks adopted by the stakeholders [27,
28]. Subsequently, it is uncertainwhat certification is deemed

adequate for surgeons. In conventional education models,
doctors and practitioners are exposed to using basic medical
equipment in their study years, however, the surgical robots’
concept is relatively recent. As a result, surgeons and practi-
tionersmust acquire the necessary skills to use surgical robots
through external training. Basic training modules generally
comprise patient side training, including correct patient posi-
tioning, port, sensor placement, robot docking, and console
side training, including lab simulation and supervised oper-
ation control (Sridahr et al. 2017). Presently, there are no
standardized training modules for the use of surgical robots
[43]. It implies that practitioners’ dexterity using surgical
robots depends on the quality of the robot manufacturer’s
training and may vary from one region to another. From a
legal standpoint, in the case of harm caused to a patient due
to incorrect usage of the surgical robot or improper posi-
tioning of the patient, a major dilemma is “who is at fault?”
Prima facie, while a claim may be brought up against the
surgeon or the practitioner for incorrect usage of the sur-
gical robot, a counterclaim resides in the insufficiency of
training provided by the robot manufacturer. In the absence
of a license/accreditation framework, it is challenging for
courts to decipher what an optimum level of training is and
whether the robot manufacturer was at fault for not providing
a required training level to the practitioners or the surgeon.

Another major problem is that the external training
programs currently available are limited to familiarizing
the practitioner with the surgical robot’s correct usage. In
instances such as the robot’s stalling, where no direct harm
to the patient is caused, the medical practitioner must imme-
diately take over the surgery and complete it. In such cases,
a dilemma arises if injuries occurred to the patient when
the surgeon took over the surgery to perform it manually.
Although harm could be directly attributed to the robot, the
surgeon’s inexperience and the subsequent time lost in tak-
ing over the surgery could be the determining factors for the
harm.

5 Potential Solutions to Establish Clarity
in the Role of Stakeholders Before, During,
and After Robot-Enabled Surgeries

Healthcare robots operate as a part of a complex system com-
prising several cyber-physical elements, involving multiple
intricate processes and close interaction with humans. Dif-
ferent persons, natural or legal, exercise control over these
processes at various levels and could be held responsible
[84]. However, concluding who is liable for a particular inci-
dent is incredibly difficult for issues arising from complex
ecosystems, including healthcare robotics [37]. Still, in light
of patient harm or an emergency, it is essential to think
about what needs to be done and who has to do it (Sanvik
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2020). In this section,we introduce a risk-based instrument to
anticipate risks related to robot technology that can inform
innovation management and also a theoretical approach to
identify what is the best course of action in case harm occurs.

5.1 Establishing a Framework for Robot Operators’
Skill Development

Not having a clear framework that establishes a common
minimum baseline for robotic surgeons creates incongruity
in procedural safety. Given that even in the most advanced
surgical robots currently in use, surgeons and their teams still
perform multiple functions, an optimal training framework
on the use of surgery robotsmust be established. Such a train-
ing framework entails technical training, whereby trainee
surgeons may be taught: in the case of master–slave systems,
how to use the robot, and in the case of semi-autonomous
robots, how to supervise the performance of the robot, like
experienced surgeonswould oversee the performance of their
trainees. To strike a balance between the theoretical and
practical aspects of robotic surgery, training programs must
include:

Dry lab training on machines such as, but not limited to,
virtual reality (VR) simulators that can simulate real-time
situations and challenges and be used for practice; and
Wet lab training through real human/animal robotic surgeries
teaching the “reaction of tissues”when the robotic instrument
operates, such as dissection, excision, or suturing.

Correct positioning of the patient relative to the surgi-
cal robot is one of the critical factors determining robotic
surgery’s success. In this sense, there should be a mandatory
standard module for surgeons that focuses on the non-
technical yet crucial aspects of patient positioning, robot
docking, and port placement. Adequately trained profes-
sionals will ensure patient safety and eliminate the liability
dilemma originating from patient harm due to the robot’s
action. However, this may be indirectly linked to incorrect
positioning or placement of ports by the other stakeholders,
i.e., the surgeon and his/her team members involved in the
procedure.

In this respect, a sound basis for such a framework
demands a clear and elaborate overview of the most sig-
nificant categories currently established within the field of
surgical robots, their intended purpose, use, and main char-
acteristics [34]. Establishing and regulating surgical robots’
training curriculums (following the previous section’s sub-
classifications) will streamline professionals’ knowledge
development cycle. Such a framework will improve sur-
geons and their team members’ proficiency levels and help
regulators and patients differentiate the formally qualified
doctors from others. In case of harm, it will be easier to hold

doctors liable for performing surgery without the required
qualification and the hospitals responsible for employing
under-qualified doctors and support staff.

5.2 Robot Impact Assessment

Even with standard training modules in place, as proposed in
the previous section, it is likely that surgeons will have inad-
equate technical knowledge tomap surgical robots’ technical
risks fully. Therefore, a more standardized model to convey
to patients the medical risks and the technical risks associ-
ated with robotic surgery is needed. A critical instrument to
assess the challenges and impacts that certain technologies
have are technology assessments such as the Algorithmic
Impact Assessment, Robot Impact Assessment (ROBIA), or
the Assessment for Trustworthy AI (Reisman et al. 2018;
Fosch-Villaronga 2015; HLEG AI 2019). We do not con-
sider the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) because
HTA assesses the need to introduce a new device in the clin-
ical practice at the national health service’s expenses when
surgery robots are already in use.

A standardized procedure such as the ROBIA could help
roboticists identify, analyze, andmitigate the legal risks asso-
ciated with robot technology [33]. Such a ROBIA should
include at least the following steps:

A standardized procedure could be developed and gov-
erned by Standards Development Organizations (SDO) or
independently by firms that have a first mover or domi-
nant position in the market and that could change common
practice over time [94]. Mapping the surgical robot’s risks
based on key parameters would further qualify surgeons and
hospitals as ‘learned intermediaries.’ This enables them to
adequately inform the patients and create a correct perception
before seeking informed consent [27, 28]. This will provide
patients with the necessary knowledge to conduct an assess-
ment based on the negative consequences of damage caused
by a possible problem and provide informed consent. This
will reduce the burden of liability on the healthcare provider
and will also keep the robotic manufacturer in the picture.

5.3 Managing Liability: Establishing a Clear
Transition of Responsibility (Robo-terms)

There is a need for a framework tailored to address the lia-
bility challenges and strike a balance between the various
stakeholders’ opposing interests. Healthcare is not the only
field where autonomous robotic technology has found its
application and regulatory approaches can be borrowed from
other fields where robotic technology has successfully been
implemented. For example, the automobile industry’s regu-
latory model is based on established levels of autonomy of
the vehicles and defines the driver’s role when the vehicle
is in self-driving mode (J3016B: Taxonomy of definitions,
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SAE). Another model is that of the aviation industry, which
imposes compliance requirements andoperationprotocols on
airline operators. Airline operators generate profit by provid-
ing the service to passengers through sophisticated aircraft
purchased from aircraft manufacturers and pilots employed
to operate these aircraft [67]. The latest developments are
in unmanned autonomous aircraft [19]. As hospitals’ vested
interests, just like interests of airline operators in aviation,
are an integral aspect of robotic surgeries, they are in a posi-
tion of control over the processes and procedures followed
in robotic surgery.

Accordingly, aligned with the presupposed duty of care
expected by patients, hospitals’ role in ensuring infrastruc-
tural and procedural compliance with standards, protocols,
and the latest practices are pivotal. For example, the con-
tribution of the robot manufacturer in ensuring safety may
be limited to manufacturing a surgical robot per the ISO
standards on the basic safety and essential performance
of surgical robots (ISO IEC 80601-2-77:2019). However,
robotic surgery safety also depends on factors like the
patient’s condition, the surgeon’s knowledge and expertise in
medicine, and his/her skill at operating the robot. Therefore,
the support staff’s training involved in the robotic surgery
and the quality of risk assessment done before the surgery are
equally important. A hospital can significantly contribute to
robotic surgeries’ safety by employing well-trained surgeons
and support staff, and having standard procedures in place for
risk assessment, pre-operative care, and informed consent.

A best practice model defined by the framework for Inter-
national Commercial Terms (Incoterms®) for product sales
defines the rules for international traders’ responsibility and
could have applicability in highly-automated sectors. We
propose a similar idea calledRobo-terms to simplify the allo-
cation of responsibility in highly automated environments
(Fosch-Villaronga 2015). This system could ease the under-
standing of who is responsible if something goes wrong in
each of the different robot usage stages. This is similar to
the robot’s self-explicative system that Johnson [53] men-
tioned and is in line with the Medical Device Regulation
Eudamed Information system, which clearly identifies the
different legal obligations that various stakeholders involved
in the manufacturing, sale, distribution, and use of medical
devices are obliged to comply with depending on their role
(European Commission 2019). The Robo-terms employ a
more distributive or responsibility-based approach that has
not been fully considered yet. Although clearer legislation
on the responsibilities in case of failed or harmful robotic
systems could help allocate responsibility, Robo-term could
be regarded as a starting point in this respect.

In line with this consideration, and although we acknowl-
edge that more work is needed in this area, we propose the
followingRoboterms that, subject to the stakeholders’ accep-
tance, would determine their roles and responsibilities at the

different stages in the robot surgery ecosystem (see Fig. 2).
These considerations could be taken into account for the pol-
icy formulation process [44, 62].

5.4 Standardized Adverse Event Reporting
Mechanism Could Ease Responsibility
Management

Over the years, as the number of robotic surgeries has
increased, robot failures and adverse events have also
increased (Friedman 2013). In the case of damage result-
ing from robot malfunction, an aggrieved party may sue a
robot provider for compensation for a failure to take reason-
able steps to avoid foreseeable risks. To establish causation,
a claimant may need access to information regarding the spe-
cific incident and probably more general information about
how the robotics ecosystem works. Although the incident
reporting mechanisms in other domains, such as aviation,
have proven to be effective in analysing and investigating
the adverse event, its mere translation into healthcare may be
difficult as there might be an inherent hesitancy in healthcare
providers when it comes to reporting adverse events, to avoid
liability [6]. Additionally, surgeons’ experience in handling
intraoperative complications and instrument malfunctions
has also substantially improved over the last few years. As
a result, events involving instrument malfunction but not
involving patient harm, including robot complications, have
been underreported [4], Cooper 2015). Reporting is a cum-
bersome task and may make little sense if, in the end, the
patient was not harmed. Nevertheless, underreporting cases
prevents building knowledge on thewrongs and the faults that
could be useful for allocating responsibility and differentiat-
ing device failure from medical malpractice. Accordingly,
there is a need to establish a standardized adverse event
reporting mechanism that captures not only adverse events
but also “near misses” or incidents where patient harm
could have occurred in order to supplement the limited data
available [5]. Such amechanismwill ease responsibilityman-
agement as well as expose areas of improvement in product
development for manufacturers, skill development for hos-
pital management, and healthcare policymaking for policy
makers.

Reporting databases exist in the US and Europe, although
the latter does not have a centralized reporting system.
MAUDE is the American Manufacturer and User Facility
Device Experience, a reporting adverse event system inRAS.
MAUDE’s main problem is that it does not specify what
constitutes an adverse event. Furthermore, the reporting is
voluntary. As a result, the existing knowledge of robot mal-
functions available to the public may be a mere fraction of
the total robotic malfunctions. In the absence of standard
parameters to determine what qualifies as an adverse event,
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Fig. 2 Proposal for ‘Robo-terms’ which determine roles and responsibilities at the different stages in the robot surgery ecosystem

healthcare providers usually consider patient harm as one of
the determining factors.

Reporting robotic malfunctions in RAS, irrespective of
whether the patient suffered, could help identify the fre-
quency of surgical robots’ malfunctions and RAS’ com-
plications. Building knowledge from particular cases may

be complicated initially, but could offer a useful picture of
how to improve RAS procedures [33]. Altogether, this could
help narrow down the grey areas in allocating responsibility
and constitute a lessons-learned repository. Over time, and
from the knowledge generated from this repository, a robot
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surgeon framework could emerge to ensure safer RAS pro-
cedures [35].

6 Conclusions

This article has explored the influence of automation on
stakeholder responsibility in surgery innovation. Robotic
surgeries involve a complex human–machine interplay, and
it is often difficult to understand who is responsible, and
for what, when something goes wrong. In some situations,
the robot’s actions may appear to have inflicted harm on a
patient. However, the root cause could be the patient’s inac-
curate positioning with respect to the robot, for which the
healthcare professionals involved in the surgery are respon-
sible. In other situations, the harm may be caused by the
doctor’s action during the surgery, but the root cause could
be a wrong surgical trajectory selected by the surgical robot.
However, even with the most advanced surgical robots cur-
rently in use, surgeons and their teams still perform multiple
functions.

Moving slightly away from discourses that support the
idea that the more autonomous medical robots are, the
less human oversight is [95], we developed an analysis of
the different roles that various stakeholders play in highly
automated surgeries. We argue that humans continue to par-
ticipate actively in highly automated surgical procedures
in performance, oversight, or support [38]. While innova-
tion surgery promises unparalleled potential for healthcare
providers and patients alike,we conclude that the full benefits
that robotic innovations and solutions could bring to health-
care providers and receivers cannot be realized until there
is more clarity on each stakeholder’s role and responsibil-
ity in the surgical ecosystem, starting from the development
stage of the robot to its installation and use in real healthcare
settings. Of course, all activities within an organization may
involve risk [ISO 31000:2009(en Risk management—Prin-
ciples and guidelines]. Nevertheless, by channeling robot
autonomy and human performance, support, and oversight;
a transformation of the education and training of medical
staff and creating a repository of adverse incidents that will
help improve future development and research, the complex
interplay between manufacturers, healthcare providers, and
patients can be simplified. Obviously, as surgery robots con-
tinue to develop and become more sophisticated, the surgery
robot ecosystem continues to evolve, and a new equilibrium
will have to be achieved.

Since humans play an essential role in surgery automa-
tion, establishing more clarity concerning the complexity
surrounding the roles and relationships in RAS procedures is
critical. To examine these relationships and improve clarity
regarding the division of roles and risks, we brought forward
two proposals for further discussion within the community:

the ROBIA and the Robo-Terms. An important implica-
tion in understanding the exact role of humans in highly
autonomous robotic surgeries is the ability to map liability
and bring legal certainty concerning the ascription of respon-
sibility in case something goes wrong. A ROBIA can help
anticipate and mitigate the surgery robots’ problems with
a compulsory adverse event reporting mechanism that can
constitute a lessons-learned repository. We also stress the
importance of having clear guidelines on the transmission
of responsibility and strengthening the ecosystem’s train-
ing to avoid unforeseen scenarios and reduce patient harm.
In addition, the Roboterms framework highlights a liability
attribution framework based on standard yardsticks for iden-
tifying which stakeholder is liable for which aspects of the
robotic surgery. Such a framework will nudge the stakehold-
ers to comply with the specific standards and procedures for
which they are responsible.

These factors that take elements from management, con-
text, institutional approach, and legal issues underlie the need
for a multi-stakeholder positive transformation in the health-
care ecosystem critical to the successful implementation of
surgery innovation. In the long run, bringing more certainty
regarding the role and responsibility of each stakeholder will
prove valuable for making long-term asset-specific invest-
ments in healthcare innovation and, most importantly, ensure
patient safety in an increasingly robotized healthcare.
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